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A Risk Quantification
Platform
RQ (Risk Quantifier) is a decision support platform
that enables organizations to understand the financial exposure from a cyberattack and trace back to
the area of impact. RQ combines your existing data
with our database of attack and loss intelligence to
compute the financial loss of a cyberattack and recommend mitigations that provide the best financial
return. Ultimately, business and security leaders
can make collaborative and strategic decisions
on how to transfer or mitigate those prioritized
cyber risks.

Answering key business questions
To quantify cyber risks, RQ considers all dimensions: the Business, IT, and the Attacker. Equipped with this
perspective, the following key questions can be answered to enable a sound business strategy for cyber:

1.

2.

3.

4.

What’s my risk?

How does it happen?

Where’s the impact?

What should I do?

Determine what business
assets are exposed: money, data, reputation, or
enterprise value. Register
risks with the enterprise
priorities.

Understand how the attacker reached the asset
and what controls were
circumvented. Assess
the efficacy of security
controls.

Trace where in the IT
environment a risk can
be realized. Detail the
correlation between
business assets and IT
applications to support
mitigation efforts.

Empower informed risk
mitigation for prioritized
cyber risks. Compute ROI
of security investments to
justify initiatives.
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Armed with financially-quantified intelligence, Security Ops can...
Garner Enterprise Support

Deliver cyber
intelligence that the
business can
understand, appreciate,
and use to take action.

Justify Budget
Transfer Risks Intelligently

Compute ROI to make
informed decisions
when accepting,
mitigating, or insuring
against a risk.

Monitor cyber risk over
time and justify
investments for loss
exposure reduction.

Getting started with RQ

“We started simple, focusing
on and modeling two
business processes. RQ’s
step-by-step wizard enabled
us to enter relevant business
and technical data. This was
the first step in our journey to
align our operations with our
business priorities.”
—CISO, Mid-sized Financial Institution

About Nehemiah Security
Nehemiah Security works with enterprises around the world to elevate the security conversation and answer the question,
“How does this impact my business?” Our mission is to empower security leaders to integrate their operations into the suite
of functions corporations monitor and invest in every day.
Request a demo today. Call 571.321.5350 or email sales@nehemiahsecurity.com
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